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SATO’s innovative barcode and RFID printing solutions ensure
the smooth and efficient flow of products and information saving your business time, improving productivity, increasing
visibility and enabling your operation and inventory to
remain lean and competitive.

Specialist systems reduce warehouse costs
We have developed three highly efficient
systems specifically for the warehouse
environment. With our Mobile Printing System
for Picking Labels, Trolley System and Forklift
System you can achieve new levels of accuracy
and efficiency as you track and route materials
from receipt to storage to final shipping.
All three systems offer ‘on-demand’ printing,
allowing operators to print the correct labels
on-site and place them directly on the product
or box during the picking process. There is no
need to go to a centralised printing location
to send the data and pick up the label –
which leads to significantly more items being
processed per shift and substantial cost savings.

Mobile printing system
for picking labels

Trolley system
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About SATO

A mobile printing station for the warehouse

SATO’s forklift system provides both picking

environment, the wireless Trolley system from

and shipping labels to improve your picking

SATO provides a low cost, highly reliable and

and checking operations. It comprises a

flexible solution for inventory control, shipping

small mobile thermal printer mounted on

and checking operations. It reduces operational

the forklift and a handheld terminal with an

‘down-time’ as operators can print on-site.

LCD screen. When a new order is received the

SATO can provide a robust steel-framed

driver first scans the shelf label and then the

Established since 1940, SATO is a pioneer
and leader in barcode printing and RFID
labelling solutions. Committed to ongoing
innovation we invented the world’s first
hand labeller and introduced the first
thermal transfer barcode printer. Customers
rely on SATO for accuracy, labour efficiencies
and resource savings – which in turn help to
preserve the environment.

trolley with a thermal barcode printer, a
mobile battery, a power supply, a scanner
and wireless-LAN tools. You can also mount a
PC, keyboard and standard office printer on
the trolley – connected to the host CPU and

barcode on the product – this information is
then communicated to the host computer. If
host automatically sends a shipping label to

Comprehensive support
at every stage

the SATO thermal printer, confirming that the

A dedicated SATO account manager will work

the location and the product are correct the

other equipment. Your PC can be constantly

label and the picked item match.

connected to the host computer and the

You can attach a SATO mobile printer to the

ensuring you achieve the appropriate solution

operator can print any shipping document,

battery of any vehicle using the SATO DC/DC

for your warehouse environment. Once you have

anywhere in the warehouse, at any time.

converter.

placed your order you will automatically receive

with you to establish your exact requirements,

an after sales service that is second to none.
Our helpful customer service team will deal with

This system uses wireless hand held terminals

Consumables

and lightweight mobile printers to print

SATO approved labels, both direct thermal

both picking labels and/or shipping labels

and thermal transfer, are available in a range

to improve the picking and checking

of sizes and materials for your warehouse

operations at your warehouse.

labelling operations. There is also a wide range

On-demand, on-site labelling with a wireless

of SATO carbon ribbons for a wide variety of

Contact us

applications. SATO labels and carbon ribbons

To find out more about how SATO labelling

are continuously tested to ensure maximum

solutions can help you increase efficiency and

print performance.

reduce costs in your warehouse please do not

mobile label printer brings benefits such as
quicker response times, increased productivity,
higher reliability and reduced costs to the
picking and checking operations.
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any enquiry you may have, while our in-house
telephone technical support team is on hand
to give specific technical advice as required.

SATO offers a complete, integrated solution
to your business. We can take you from
the initial stages of consultancy to the
installation of labelling equipment and
supporting hardware and software in your
environment. We will identify and supply the
most suitable printers and media for your
business processes and provide technical
support for the finished systems.
We deliver robust solutions and reliable
performance throughout our extensive
product range, which includes direct
thermal and thermal transfer printers, OEM
print engines, 10.5-inch wide web printers,
printer accessories, label design software,
labels and thermal transfer ribbons. Our
new generation of RFID printers use radio
frequency to read and write data on a ‘smart’
label and these fully comply with the latest
industry standards.

hesitate to contact your local SATO office.
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